Submission Form for Internet Resource Identification and Evaluation Assignment

Name ___________________________

1. Internet Assignment (Search Engine)

a. What was the URL (Internet address) of the (non-journal) resource you found?

   Briefly summarize the information you obtained from this site:

b. Comment on the quality of the information you obtain from the internet.

   credibility

   accuracy

   reasonableness

   support

over
2. **Internet Assignment (Database from the UMD Library Home Page)**

   What is the complete reference for the article you found in *Social Work Abstracts*?

3. **Internet Assignment (research home page)**

   b. Briefly summarize what you reviewed at the University of Minnesota Institutional Research Board (Human Subject Committee) page:

   c. Briefly summarize what you discovered at one of the other links from the “Internet Resources” section of the research home page: